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Outline

•Multi-spacecraft Capabilities

•STEREO, ACE, Wind, GOES, SDO, SOHO…

•Remote & in-situ measurements

•New regimes = New puzzles

•Space (longitude)

•Time (solar cycle 24)

•Open Questions and Future Opportunities



Multiple Spacecraft

• Heliosphyics System 

Observatory

• Sun to Mud

• Focus on

• STEREO

• ACE, GOES, Wind

• SOHO, SDO
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STEREO

• Launches 25 October 

2006

• Twin spacecraft 

• Separate at 22.5°/year 

from Sun-Earth line

• Imaging, particle, & fields 

sensors

• SEP coverage is similar to 

ACE

Particles STEREO ACE

Protons 2-100 MeV 0.05-5 MeV

Helium
0.1-100 

MeV/n

0.1-40 

MeV/n

Heavy Ions
0.3-100 

MeV/n

0.2-100 

MeV/n

Electrons 35-6000 keV 35-300 keV
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• Limitations of a single point 

of view

• SEP observations mostly from 

along the Sun-Earth line

• Can only determine where the 

solar source region is (often 

front side)

Longitude 

Dependence?
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Expanding View

• Limitations of a single point 

of view

• SEP observations mostly from 

along the Sun-Earth line

• Can only determine where the 

solar source region is (often 

front side)

• CME plane of sky speed

• Not accurate for ‘halo’ CMEs

• Multiple longitude views

• SEP characteristics

• 3D reconstruction of CMEs

• Backside sources can be found

STEREO-B SDO



Solar Vacation

•STEREO launches into the quietest solar minimum in 

decades
STEREO 

launch



Two Flavors of SEPs

• CME-drive shock acceleration

• ‘nominal’ composition (≠ SW)

• Broad distribution

• Evolving conditions

• Flare Acceleration

•
3
He-rich, Fe-rich

• Narrow populated area

• Impulsive injection



Two Flavors of SEPs

• Flare Acceleration

•
3
He-rich, Fe-rich

• Narrow populated area

• Impulsive injection
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3
He-rich Events

•Some advantages to quiet conditions

•Source regions easy to identify

•
3
He-rich (impulsive) events seen by multiple s/c

Spacecraft were 136°

apart!

σ ≈ 48°



3
He-rich Events

•7 Feb 2010 event singular?

•Survey by Wiedenbeck et al. 

2011 

• Quiet conditions 2007-2010

• Events >60° fairly common

•Are all 
3
He-rich events wide?

• Survey of single s/c events

WIEDENBECK et al. LONGITUDINAL EXTENTS OF
3 HE-RICH SEP EVENTS
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Figure 1: Distribution of flare longitudes associated with
3He-rich SEP events detected near Earth derived by

Reames [2]. Vertical lines: Parker spiral connection lon-

gitudes for indicated solar wind speeds. Smooth curve:

Gaussian fit (σ 16◦ ) omitting eastern hemisphere points.

different spacecraft. We have previously reported [8] on

one event (3-4 Nov 2008) in which 3He was detected at

ACE and STEREO-B when they were separated by 41 ◦ and

in which electrons were detected at all three spacecraft.

2 Observations

Events were selected for the present study by examining He

mass spectrograms from the Low Energy Telescope (LET)

instruments on STEREO-A and STEREO-B and identify-

ing periods with 3He intensity enhancements over the back-

ground level, which is due to galactic cosmic ray 3He that

has had its energy reduced due to solar modulation. The

LET data sets were examined in the energy intervals 2.3–

3.8 MeV/nuc and 3.8–8.0MeV/nuc. Most of the 3He-rich

event identifications were made in the lower energy interval

where the SEP intensity tends to be higher and the back-

ground lower. In a few events the was enough spill-over

from 4He into the 3He mass interval so that the presence

of a 3He increase could not be established. In a few such

cases, data from the higher energy interval permitted iden-

tification of 3He-rich events.

For time periods having 3He increases in at least one of

the STEREO/LETs, data from the ULEIS and SIS instru-

ments on ACE were then checked for nearly coincident
3He increases. In small SEP events of the type considered

in the present study, the energy coverage by the ACE in-

struments is primarily below (ULEIS) and above (SIS) the

2.3–3.8MeV/nuc interval that we have focused on from the

LETs. Since the 3He intensity tends to decrease rapidly

with increasing energy, we find a number of additional time

periods in which a 3He increase is observed in the low-

energy data from ULEIS but with no corresponding detec-

tion either in SIS or in the STEREO/LETs. These lower-

intensity events have not been considered in this investiga-

tion. In some cases the higher sensitivity to 3He-rich events

provide by the low-energy response of ULEIS was essen-

tial for the near-Earth detection of events observed at one

of the STEREOs.

Table 1: 3He-rich Events Detected by STEREO

Time STEREO A–B Events Detecteda

Interval Separation 1 S/C 2 S/C 3 S/C

2007 Jan–Jun 0◦ –16◦ 0 0 1

2007 Jul–Dec 16◦ –44◦ 0 0 0

2008 Jan–Jun 44◦ –59◦ 0 0 0

2008 Jul–Dec 59◦ –88◦ 1 1 0

2009 Jan–Jun 88◦ –102◦ 0 1 0

2009 Jul–Dec 102◦ –132◦ 2 1 0

2010 Jan–Jun 132◦ –145◦ 2 2 2

2010 Jul–Dec 145◦ –175◦ 1 6 0
a 1 S/C: one STEREO only; 2 S/C: one STEREO+ACE

We also examined heavy-ion data in the energy range 0.32–

0.45 MeV/nuc from STEREO/SIT and ACE/ULEIS to de-

termine whether the 3He increases were accompanied by

heavy-ion increases having an enhanced Fe/O ratio, an-

other characteristic of flare-associated SEP events. Fi-

nally, we used measurements of∼70–100 keV electrons by

STEREO/SEPT and ACE/ULEIS to check for accompany-

ing energetic electron events.

Table 1 shows the number of 3He-rich SEP events detected

at either STEREO-A or -B in successive half-year intervals.

The numbers are subdivided according to how many of the

three spacecraft detected the event. The early time inter-

vals occurred during the quietest portion of the cycle 23/24

solar minimum and 3He-rich events were nearly absent.

During the more recent time intervals a substantial fraction

of the 3He-rich events were also detected at ACE, in spite

its large longitudinal separation from the STEREOs (> 60 ◦

since late 2009). A few events were detected at all three

spacecraft; the best example of such an event is discussed

in the following paragraphs.

Figure 2 shows 3He and electron intensity versus time plots

from the event of 8 Feb 2010 when STEREO-A was lead-

ing the Earth 65◦ in heliographic longitude and STEREO-

B was trailing by 71◦ . This event was associated with a

C7.7 x-ray flare that occurred at N21W01 (as viewed from

Earth) in active region 11045. At the time there were three

other active regions on the solar disk, but only AR11045

was flaring. For the ∼400 km/s solar wind speed observed

at all three spacecraft at this time, a Parker-spiral magnetic

field would connect to ∼68E at 1 AU, which is close to the

STEREO-B location. This event was preceded by another
3He-rich event from the same active region approximately

a day earlier.

The 8 Feb 2010 event was observed at all three spacecraft

in spite of the 136◦ longitudinal separation between the

two STEREOs. With increasing separation from the well-

connected longitude we observe a decrease of both the 3He

fluence and peak flux as well as increasing delays of the on-

set and peak times. It is evident that these delays, although

not precisely determined, are significantly longer than the
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Single S/C Events

•Picked events of sufficient size

•Seen by single STEREO

•Center Gaussian on flare 

location

σ ≤ 15°



Single S/C Events

σ ≤ 15°σ ~45-55°
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Possible Explanations

•Solar

• Sympathetic flaring/multiple sources

• Field line spreading 

• Complex reconnection (near Sun)

• Coronal transport

•Interplanetary 

• Field line meandering (10°)

• Co-rotation

• Cross-field diffusion

Giacalone & Jokipii 2012



Corotation Effects

•Solving Parker diffusion equation

• Onset delays at each s/c depend on both l|| and k/k||

k/k|| = 0.02
k/k|| = 0.005
k/k|| = 0

l|| = 0.52 AU

l|| = 0.13 AU

l|| = 0.52 AU

l|| = 0.26 AU

k/k|| = 0.02



Corotation Effects

•Solving Parker diffusion equation

• Onset delays at each s/c depend on both l|| and k/k||

•Observations show less dependence on longitude

k/k|| = 0.02
k/k|| = 0.005
k/k|| = 0

l|| = 0.52 AU

l|| = 0.13 AU

l|| = 0.52 AU

l|| = 0.26 AU

k/k|| = 0.02
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Possible Explanations

•Solar

• Sympathetic flaring/multiple sources

• Field line spreading 

• Complex reconnection (near Sun)

• Coronal transport

•Interplanetary 

• Field line meandering (10°)

• Co-rotation

• Cross-field diffusion

Dresing et al. 2014

Possibly both – not clear cut



Large SEP Events

•SEP activity increases 2011

•Many events are multi-s/c

• Source regions clearly 

identified

• Backside source regions show 

some surprises
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Backside Events

•3 Nov 2011 event

•Fast 25 MeV H
+

onsets at all 3 s/c

•Backside ≠ Slow rise 

In mid 2010, when SEP activity began to pick up, 

STEREO-A and STEREO-B (hereinafter STA and 

STB) were separated by ~145°.  By the time of Solar 

Wind 13, the separation had grown to ~235°.  Thus, 

the STEREO, and near-Earth instruments have 
provided the opportunity to explore the longitudinal 

dependence of SEP intensities, fluences, onset times, 

composition, and energy spectra as cycle 24 builds to a 

maximum. In this paper we present examples of SEP 

time intensity profiles, fluences, and energy spectra as 

a function of longitude, including fits to the longitude 

dependence of several events. Also presented is a 3D 

MHD model of one event.  In related work, there have 

been other multi-spacecraft studies of cycle-24 SEP 

events [1,2,3] and studies of multi-spacecraft 

composition variations [4].  

OBSERVATIONS 

The STEREO SEP observations presented here are 

from the SIT [5], LET [6] and HET [7] sensors on 

STA and STB, which collectively measure protons 

from ~0.3 to 100 MeV. Near-Earth SEP measurements 

are from the ULEIS [8], EPAM [9], and SIS [10] 

instruments on ACE; the EPHIN [11] and ERNE [12] 

instruments on SOHO; and the EPI sensors [13] on the 

GOES satellites. CME data are from the SECCHI 

instruments [14] on STA and STB and SOHO/LASCO 

[15].  

Multi-Spacecraft SEP Observations 

We focus here on examples of large SEP events 

observed at 3 separated locations. An interesting 

example is the 3 November 2011 event that originated 

on the far side of the Sun at E155 [16]. Figure 3 (top) 

shows the spacecraft positions; note in the middle 

panel that the intensities rose very rapidly (within ~30 

min of each other) at all three spacecraft. STA 

recorded the highest intensities 103° east of the 

eruption. The next best connection was apparently to 

STB, 53° west of the eruption. Near-Earth sensors 

recorded lower intensities, except at ~100 MeV. The 

measured fluence spectra (bottom) are surprising in 

that the spectral slopes bear little apparent relation to 

each other.  

Spectral Variations 

Aside from Van Hollebeke et al. [17] there has not 

been much work on how SEP energy spectra observed 

at 1 AU depend on the longitude of the source region.  

In Figure 4 we show examples of SEP fluence spectra 

at three well-separated points. It is surprising that the 

spectra sometimes have similar shapes at all three 

points (e.g., 4 August 2011), while in other events 

there are major differences (e.g., 27 January 2012, 21 

March 2011, and 3 November 2011 in Figure 3).  Such 

spectral differences may reflect the effects of 

variations in shock geometry (quasi-perpendicular 

6/3/12 6:06 PMSTEREO - Science Center - Where is STEREO?

Page 1 of 2http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/where/make_where_gif.php

Positions of STEREO A and B for 2011-11-03 00:00 UT

                                STEREO-B           Earth        STEREO-A

Heliocentric distance (AU)      1.085968        0.992181        0.967045

Semidiameter (arcsec)            883.661         967.190         992.330

HCI longitude                    222.157         324.503          69.769

HCI latitude                       4.699           4.224          -6.926

Carrington longitude              72.894         175.240         280.506

Carrington rotation number      2116.798        2116.513        2116.221

Heliographic (HEEQ) longitude   -102.346          -0.000         105.266

Heliographic (HEEQ) latitude       4.699           4.224          -6.926

HAE longitude                    298.135          40.052         145.689

Earth Ecliptic (HEE) longitude  -101.916          -0.000         105.638

Earth Ecliptic (HEE) latitude     -0.183           0.000          -0.116

Roll from ecliptic north           0.039                          -0.034

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3: (top) Spacecraft and planet locations for the 3 

Nov 2011 SEP event originating at N15E155. (middle) 

Time-intensity distributions of ~26-40 MeV protons at 

STA, STB and SOHO. (bottom) Fluence spectra from 

STA, STB, and near-Earth spacecraft show a wide range 

of spectral indices. 



Backside Events

•3 Nov 2011 event

•Fast 25 MeV H
+

onsets at all 3 s/c

•Backside ≠ Slow rise

•1/3 of events have 

backside sources 

Richardson et al. 2014
Need to understand the fast 

transport & conditions that 

favor it
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Temporal Changes

•Cycle 24 is different

• SEP production is down

• High energy SEP 

production is down more

• 10-30 MeV/n heavy ions 

are further reduced



Weak Cycle 24

•O and Fe spectra fits for the 5 largest events of cycle 23 

(first 5.8 yrs) & 10 largest cycle 24 events

• Break energies are lower in cycle 24

• Cycle O Fe 

23 24.3 4.8

24 5.3 2.0 



Weak ≠ Boring

•23 July 2012

• STEREO-A saw the 

largest event of cycle 

24
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Weak ≠ Boring

•23 July 2012

• STEREO-A saw the 

largest event of cycle 

24

• B field reaches 109 nT

• V reaches ~2250 km/s
SEPT

LET

HET

M8-X2.5

(Nitta et al.)
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Weak ≠ Boring

•23 July 2012

• STEREO-A saw the 

largest event of cycle 

24

• B field reaches 109 nT

• V reaches ~2250 km/s

• Weak event at Earth

• Just ‘lucky’?

• Possibly catastrophic 

geomagnetic storm 

• Third largest event

 NOAA Solar Proton Events

  Peak Intensity

Rank Year Month Start Month Time P/(cm2sr-s)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1 1991 Mar 23/0820 Mar 24/0350 43000

2 1989 Oct 19/1305 Oct 20/1600 40000

3 2001 Nov 04/1705 Nov 06/0215 31700

4 2003 Oct 28/1215 Oct 29/0615 29500

5 2000 Jul 14/1045 Jul 15/1230 24000

6 2001 Nov 22/2320 Nov 24/0555 18900

7 2000 Nov Aug-50 Nov 09/1555 14800

8 2001 Sep 24/1215 Sep 25/2235 12900

9 1994 Feb 20/0300 Feb 21/0900 10000

10 1989 Aug 12/1600 Aug 13/0710 9200

11 1989 Nov 30/1345 Dec 01/1340 7300

12 2012 Mar 07/0510 Mar 08/1115 6530

13 2012 Jan 23/0530 Jan 24/1530 6310

14 2005 Jan 16/0210 Jan 17/1750 5040

15 1992 May 09/1005 May Sep-00 4600

16 1989 Sep 29/1205 Sep 30/0210 4500

17 1989 Mar 08/1735 Mar 13/0645 3500

18 2005 May 14/0525 May 15/0240 3140

19 1991 Jun 04/0820 Jun 11/1420 3000

20 1982 Jul 11/0700 Jul 13/1615 2900
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 NOAA Solar Proton Events

  Peak Intensity

Rank Year Month Start Month Time P/(cm2sr-s)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1 1991 Mar 23/0820 Mar 24/0350 43000

2 1989 Oct 19/1305 Oct 20/1600 40000

3 2001 Nov 04/1705 Nov 06/0215 31700

4 2003 Oct 28/1215 Oct 29/0615 29500

5 2000 Jul 14/1045 Jul 15/1230 24000

6 2001 Nov 22/2320 Nov 24/0555 18900

7 2000 Nov Aug-50 Nov 09/1555 14800

8 2001 Sep 24/1215 Sep 25/2235 12900

9 1994 Feb 20/0300 Feb 21/0900 10000

10 1989 Aug 12/1600 Aug 13/0710 9200

11 1989 Nov 30/1345 Dec 01/1340 7300

12 2012 Mar 07/0510 Mar 08/1115 6530

13 2012 Jan 23/0530 Jan 24/1530 6310

14 2005 Jan 16/0210 Jan 17/1750 5040

15 1992 May 09/1005 May Sep-00 4600

16 1989 Sep 29/1205 Sep 30/0210 4500

17 1989 Mar 08/1735 Mar 13/0645 3500

18 2005 May 14/0525 May 15/0240 3140

19 1991 Jun 04/0820 Jun 11/1420 3000

20 1982 Jul 11/0700 Jul 13/1615 2900

NOAA Top 20 Solar Proton Events

GOES >10 MeV Protons:  1976-2013

23 July 2012 = 

35800 p/cm
2
sr-s

Cycle 23 Cycle 24
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• Gappy data (currently) 

but comparable to 23 

July



Weak ≠ Boring

•13 December 2014

• STEREO-A sees another

• Gappy data (currently) 

but comparable to 23 

July

• Again misses Earth

July 23,

2012

Dec 13,

2014
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Lessons Learned

•New 

Capabilities/Observations

• 3D CMEs

• Full Sun source ID

• Longitudinal studies of SEPs

•New Cycle

• Weak SEP production

• Still large events

•Future – Close to the Sun

• Solar Probe Plus / Solar Orbiter

•Answers or Puzzles

• Where and how fast

• Backside is important 

• Fast (360°) transport – how?

• Why? High energy, heavy ions?

• Can’t be complacent 

•New answers and puzzles

• Turbulence, shocks, SEP seed 

population, SEPs, much more



Thank you





Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•11 Apr 2013

•Observed

by STB & ACE

•M6.5 

AR11719

•CME

900 km/s

160˚



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•142° separation

between ACE & STB



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Observed by ACE 

and STB in heavies

• region was over the 

west limb for STB

• fast rise at both 

spacecraft

•Different O and Fe 

profiles/composition



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Event integrated spectra show differences

•STB has harder spectra, ~E
-2

and more Fe-rich

•ACE has spectra closer to E
-3

but still Fe-enhanced 

•First strongly Fe-enriched SEP event of cycle 24



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Footpoints are on 

either side (E13)

•E77˚ vs W58˚

•Neither is directly 



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Longitude dependence

•Fitting a Gaussian (Lario et al. 2006)

• σ = 27°, 31°, 28°

•Narrower than 

typical (σ = 45-50°)

•Suggests Fe/O~1

at flare connection



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Longitude dependence

•Fitting a Gaussian (Lario et al. 2006)

• σ = 27°, 31°, 28°

•Narrower than 

typical (σ = 45-50°)

•Suggests Fe/O~1

at flare connection

•Compared to other

~Fe-rich events

•Not a strong consensus

on direct flare contrib.
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•Fe/O increasing with energy?  Yes

•STB reaches higher Fe/O

values but starts higher

•ACE+STB E dependence

is very similar



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Fe/O increasing with energy?  Yes

•STB reaches higher Fe/O

values but starts higher

•ACE+STB E dependence

is very similar

•Enhanced 
3
He?  No (!)

•LET: 
3
He/

4
He < 4%

•ULEIS: 
3
He/

4
He < 0.07%

•SIS: 
3
He/

4
He < 1%

STEREO-B

4.3-8 MeV/n

ACE

0.5-2 MeV/n



Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Fe/O increasing with energy?  Yes

•STB reaches higher Fe/O

values but starts higher

•ACE+STB E dependence

is very similar

•Enhanced 
3
He?  No (!)

•LET: 
3
He/

4
He < 4%

•ULEIS: 
3
He/

4
He < 0.07%

•SIS: 
3
He/

4
He < 1%

•Much less 
3
He compared to cycle 23 events

•6 May 98: 4% and 0.534%

ACE/SIS

6.5-11.3 MeV/n

ACE/ULEIS

0.5-2 MeV/n
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Testing Fe-rich Scenarios

•Fe-rich compared to cycle 23 events?

•Similar to 13 Dec 2006 and 6 Nov 1997

•But less 
3
He (although 13 Dec 2006 had little 

3
He)

•Direct flare contribution scenario

•Most closely connected spacecraft has higher Fe/O

•No 
3
He - problem

•Suprathermals + Shock Orientation

•Requires different shock orientation or suprathermals at 

ACE & STB

•No 
3
He – problem



What We Don’t Understand

•
3
He is not always confined to a narrow range

•Potential issue for Fe-rich scenarios

•Q: What governs when 
3
He spreads widely?

•Q: How is 
3
He spread widely?

•Many events are from backside

•Space weather prediction issue

•Q: How are SEPs transported so quickly to far longitudes?

•Q: Is this a ‘near-Sun’ or interplanetary effect?

•Tests of Fe-rich scenario inconclusive

•Q:  Does 
3
He need to go with Fe-rich?

•Q:  Why are there so few Fe-rich events this cycle?



Results

•7 Events

•Typically get σ ~ 15-35°

• Narrower than multi-spacecraft events

•Differences?

• Presence of preceding CMEs

7 Feb 2010
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• Narrower than multi-spacecraft events

•Differences?

• Presence of preceding CMEs

• Some single-s/c events have preceding CMEs

26 Apr 2011



Results

•7 Events

•Typically get σ ~ 15-35°

• Narrower than multi-spacecraft events

•Differences?

• Presence of preceding CMEs

• Some single-s/c events have preceding CMEs

• But only 2 were wider than 90°

• And those had v<300 km/s

• vs 7 Feb 2010 had a halo at 421 km/s


